HISTORIC ENVIRONMENT SCOTLAND
DESIGNATIONS APPLICATION FORM

You should use this application form to ask us to assess an undesignated site or structure for designation or to consider
amending or removing an existing designation. You can visit our website for guidance on filling in this form, but if you need
more advice please phone us on 0131 668 8716 or email us at designations@hes.scot. We will not take forward applications
which do not include the necessary information.

SECTION 1
Your details

Address details

Title:

MR

First name:

PHILIP

Last name:

IMMIRZI

Address:

2 Templelands
29 High Street
Dunbar

Postcode:

EH42 1EN

Organisation:
Phone number:

07789 641757

Email:

philip.immirzi@gmail.com

SECTION 2
You can use this form for the following designation (please tick the one you are applying for)
Listed building
Scheduled monument
Gardens and designed landscape
Battlefield
Historic marine protected area

SECTION 3
Type of application
Designate — propose a new designation
Amend — review or amend an existing designation
Please include the designation reference number:
Remove — remove an existing designation
Please include the designation reference number:
Request a Certificate of Intention Not To List (buildings only)

SECTION 4
Location
Local authority area: East Lothian
Address:Westgate, St Anne's Church Hall, Parsons Pool, Dunbar

Postcode:
Canmore or Historic environment record reference number: 316778
National Grid reference: NT 67748 79035
Map attached

SECTION 5
Owner and occupier information

Address details

Title:

unknown

Address:

First name:

unknown

Last name:

unknown

Organisation:

St Anne’s Church, Dunbar

St Anne’s Church, Dunbar

Phone number:
Email:

Postcode:

SECTION 6
Development proposals
16/00040/P | Erection of 1 house and associated works | St Annes Church Hall Westgate Dunbar East Lothian EH42 1JL
Demolition of building and walls - St Annes Church Hall Westgate Dunbar East Lothian EH42 1JL
Ref. No: 16/00040/CAC | Received date: Mon 18 Jan 2016 | Status: Pending Consideration | Case Type: Application
https://pa.eastlothian.gov.uk/online-applications/centralDistribution.do?caseType=Application&keyVal=O2P98OGN0BM00
Erection of 1 house and associated works - St Annes Church Hall Westgate Dunbar East Lothian EH42 1JL
Ref. No: 16/00040/P | Received date: Mon 18 Jan 2016 | Status: Pending Consideration | Case Type: Application
https://pa.eastlothian.gov.uk/online-applications/centralDistribution.do?caseType=Application&keyVal=O155AEGNGBZ00
A condition report dated June 2016, presumably demanded by the local authority, states it would cost circa £35,000 to reinstate, but this makes a
sweeping assumption about its eventual use and modernising to an unspecified standard, rather than restoring it as a utilitarian building or
identifying any number of alternative uses that would secure its future. As a utility building it would need far less invested.
http://dunbarheritage.org.uk/files/2016/07/16_00040_P-CONDITION_REPORT-2385932.pdf
A low cost restoration approach seems entirely feasible from a rapid inspection from the roadside, which would foresee sensitive repairs rather
than a wholesale transformation of a locally important building.

SECTION 7
Reason for application

There is an imminent and urgent threat to this building, which is being recommended for demolition and to be replaced with a bungalow.
It would be relatively inexpensive to restore it, if done so sensitively, for they were inexpensive buildings in the first place.

SECTION 8
Designation criteria and supporting information (including photographs)
The building, a Tin Tabernacle, is altogether unique for the locality, if somewhat unremarkable in its modest structure and form, except for its
honest simplicity, which is now often emulated in modern architectural forms. The building is a rare and unusual example of tin tabernacles that
were once commonplace across Scotland and now must number a few dozen (Canmore brings up only 2 records, and there are only 2 in the
BARS register, but there are certainly more; https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tin_tabernacle lists 6 fine examples;
http://www.killin.info/guide/st-fillans-episcopal-church/ reports there a dozen listed in Scotland). The building is set in the grounds of the B listed
LAWSON PLACE, BAKER'S CROFT (FORMERLY ST ANNE'S RECTORY) LB24837 and forms an interesting grouping in juxtaposition with the
later rectory, a fine bungalow on the corner and a little further beyond St Anne's itself. The building is altogether unpretentious, but only slowly
deteriorating. Unlike some other buildings locally, of more substantial build, it is far from derelict or ruinous state and retains much of its original
features and authenticity. Its condition has little bearing anyway on its intrinsic historical and architectural interest. There is a strong case for
having it preserved on the basis of its age and rarity, both locally and nationally, its history and setting. It is both attractive and unobtrusive at the
same time. The building is old and a fascinating part of Dunbar's ecclesiastical history (see BARS which refers to the former Iron Church,
eventually moved to Edinburgh). It is connected in context to the old Manse of St Anne's (it is inside the former grounds) and views from the
roadside are interesting with a perspective running all the way up to the head of the High Street to the A listed Lauderdale house. One can only
infer the interior qualities, but assume these to be unpretentious wood panelling in tongue and groove, with later additions. The building is of
interest because of the low tech approach and materials employed along with its documented history. The building is situated in a quiet and
secluded corner of the Dunbar Conservation Area, which struggles to be maintained in the face of insensitive development and adds character to
it through this, one of the norther access routes to Lauderdale House. I can think of no other local examples of local vernacular buildings that are
listed although they clearly illustrate the importance of distinctive local and regional, indeed national idiom and tradition, regardless of the modest
materials used. I have not examined this, but there is a good chance of some interesting local historical associations with people and the history of
St Anne's Episcopal church.

http://www.buildingsatrisk.org.uk/search/planning_authority/195/p/2/event_id/916698/building_name/tin-tabernacle-westgate-dunbar
Few churches and buildings of this type seem to have benefited formal protection.

SECTION 9
Further information
Recent images and short video are provided here:
https://1drv.ms/i/s!AgUzSCusBQT9hv0HNH5V2KY1sKl9fA
These show noticeable deterioration of the external fabric and while the condition of the building is in decline and has been seen light vandalism, it
is far from derelict and not beyond economical repair.
The condition report neglects to assess the historical qualities of the building mentioning only that some changes to the metal roof (some sheets
have been replaced, as the original metal has rusted and corroded, which is to be expected in a building of this age). The report does not give a
complete assessment of the internals and only implies that some timbers may be in need of repair or replacement. The accompanying
photographs in the report say very little other than that a few windows have been broken.
https://pa.eastlothian.gov.uk/online-applications/applicationDetails.do?activeTab=documents&keyVal=O155AEGNGBZ00
There is limited further information available on the buildings at risk register for Scotland. Canmore and other public records provide little
information on the protection of such buildings but one assumes that these modest buildings are still declining and now very rare in any condition.

WHAT TO DO WITH THE FORM
Email the filled-in form with any attachments to: designations@hes.scot
You can also post the form to us at:
Designations Team
Historic Environment Scotland
Longmore House
Salisbury Place
Edinburgh
EH9 1SH
Our servers cannot receive any email that is over 20MB so please make sure that the email size is smaller than this.
If this is an issue please contact us.

